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Abstract: In this paper we present a new model for microscopic traffic simulation, which integrates some real-life
factors that need to be considered, such as the effect of random distribution in the entry of lane. Our
architecture is based on the combination of Multi-Agent Systems (MAS) and a stochastic model to capture the
randomness of individual agent. A second contribution is about the car following models internal structure of
mobile agents, which are able to react according to the real situation of the network. The obtained results
illustrate that using the randomness in the reaction of agents enhance greatly the performance of simulation.
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INTRODUCTION In 1993 Heidemann [24] developed a new approach in

A computer simulation approach can be very analytically derive the headway distribution as a function
effective tool to evaluate and analysis the various traffic of traffic density. His approach may provide a link
conditions. In the literature, simulation is a process based between the macroscopic traffic flow theory and the
on building a computer model that suitably represents a headway distributions.
real or proposed system which enables to improve their Multi-Agent System has brought a new vision to
performance. Simulation of road traffic is also useful study the microscopic phenomena and complex situations
throughout the designing of new traffic structures; it with emphasizes the interactions of components of the
helps predicting the future behavior of the new structures systems. In literature, the MAS is one of the newest area
and their integration into the current traffic network. of research in the artificial intelligence (AI), it has started

The microscopic simulation focuses on the study of in the early 90s with Minsky [25], Ferber [26], as an
each component of the traffic system individually; every attempt to enrich the limits of classical AI [11]. The
individual vehicle is modeled as a single simulation object. foundations of the MAS are interested in modeling human
These simulated vehicles drive along the streets, change behaviors in the real world with mental notions such as
traffic lanes and their driving directions as they interact knowledge, beliefs, intentions, desires, choices,
with each other. Each simulated vehicle has its own commitments [27].
immediate position, speed  acceleration in the traffic flow There are various definitions of the concept agent
… The most important models in this area are the car [12, 13, 14] in the contemporary literature; however, the
following model [9] and cellular automaton model [10]. adopted definition which covers the characteristics of

In the mathematical analysis, Traffic flow has been agents developed in the new model, is that proposed by
considered as a stochastic process. Adams in 1936 [22] Jennings, Sycara and Wooldridge: 
proposed the idea of vehicles arrival at the entry of lane For Jennings, Sycara and Wooldridge an agent is a
as a random process and verified its relevance to theory computer system, located in an environment, which is
and observations. Afterwards, Greenberg in 1966 [23] has autonomous and flexible to meet the objectives for which
found a connection between the microscopic traffic flow it  was  designed.  As  far as MAS is concerned,
theory and the lognormal follower headway distribution. according  to  Ferber [26] a MAS is a system composed of

which he applied the theory of stochastic processes to
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the following: Environment, a set of objects in  space; a internally of two different programs, which include the
set of agents who are active entities of the system; a set traffic simulator, a microscopic traffic flow simulation
of relationships that binds objects together; a set of model and a signal state generator.
operations allowing agents to perceive, destroy, create, ACTSIM is a dynamic micro-simulation model which
transform and manipulate objects. simulates each vehicle independently; model developed

Therefore, the main objective of the research is to to model urban traffic and public transit operations. The
develop a new microscopic approach in the MAS basic concept of this model is the distribution of
combining the notion of theoretical mathematic model, population behavior, models changes in density.
especially the statistic model and the main characteristics Individual vehicle parameters in ACTSIM are defined
of the Multi-agent System. Such a combination would as a distribution rather than a fixed value, including
pave the way for a real description of the phenomena. vehicle speed, vehicle size, desired maximum speed,

The application of the statistic model on the traffic destination location, dwell time and gap acceptance and
problems had been used in the last decades. Certain are assigned by random variants derived from vehicle
applications, such as Poisson Law distribution, were mode characteristics.
discussed by Kinzer [15] in 1933, Adams [16] in 1936 and CORSIM is a microscopic, stochastic, link-node and
Green shield [17] in 1947. periodic-scan based traffic simulation program designed

In this paper, in order to improve the accuracy of for the analysis of freeways, urban streets and corridors
simulators, therefore the accuracy of the results obtained, or networks. CORSIM stochastically determines the
a new hybrid approach is proposed to improve the specific properties distributions of desired speeds for
effectiveness of the simulation. The structure of this each vehicle type within each traffic composition. The
paper is divided into six sections; the first section minimum and maximum values for the desired speed
provides general overview microscopic simulation distribution are to be entered along with two intermediate
software. The second section describes the new points are generally adequate to define an s-shaped.
architecture. Section three presents the stochastic
distribution and the interaction model. And Proposed Multi-Agent Architecture Description: In traffic
following car algorithm presented in section five. The simulation, two processes can be distinguished. First of
experimental results are presented and discussed in all, the initialing process is composed of modules
Section four. Finally, Section five concludes the paper. responsible of starting the simulation. The second

Microscopic Traffic Modeling Software: This section architecture, comprised of multiple interacting intelligent
provides a general idea about the microscopic traffic agents.
modeling software. It identifies the technology used. The main process consists of a distribution model
Below we present some of their main features AIMSUN, which is used to define the affectation method in the
ACTSIM, VISSIM and CORSIM. network. The interaction model is used to regulate the

AIMSUN illustrate and describe the evolution of the interactions between the agents. 
system road traffic in three levels, a mesoscopic, In design of this architecture, the aim was to explicitly
macroscopic and a micro simulation [11]. The microscopic build a distributed and decentralized solution, where each
model is developed based on the interaction between the agent performs its own task. The resulting architecture
vehicles “car following models”, “lane changing”. will then capitalize on effective use of distribution to
However, the new mesoscopic simulator in AIMSUN 6 avoid bottlenecks and achieve scalability with an increase
provides a new approach to model the dynamical aspects in a number of transactions.
of very large networks and removes most of the The architecture is schematically depicted in Fig. 1
calibration burden when compared to a micro-simulator which shows the architectural components. The Main
[11]. Agent (MA), which is the main element of this

VISSIM is based on a traffic flow model which is a architecture, serves to distribute the Execution Agents
discrete, stochastic. It is the microscopic simulation tool (EAs) – vehicles - in the network following the
for modeling multimodal traffic flows. distribution  model  and  supports these agents to locate

The model considers driver-vehicle-units as single all  required  resources designed by Zone Agent (ZA).
entities including the car following models and lane This latter  present  the  ground in which the (EAs)
change logic contains a vehicle interaction and an interact among each other according to the interaction
algorithm for movements in the network. VISSIM consists model.

process or the main process is, in the case of proposed
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Fig. 1: Architecture of MAS2RT: sheds light on the links Therefore, the sequence (T ) n  0 is random variables in
between all agents and models of the architecture R+, the set of positive real numbers T  is a stochastic

ZA is the agent responsible of building network from
a database that contains all the elements necessary to The number of events at the beginning of the
build a network (roads, crossroads ...). Besides, during the process is zero; T  = 0.
simulation, it provides all information about the positions The process has independent increments:
of EAs to the Control Agent (CA).

CA is designed to build a re-active and persistent  T <T <T <…<T , the series is strictly increasing
architecture. This agent records the evolution of which proves there are not two simultaneous entries.
architecture caused by changes of existing resources in
the interaction database which discern the change in the The process has stationary increments: T  tends to
behaviors of the EAs. +  as n tends to +

In the proposed approach, CA collect all information
of the execution agents. Thus, the accumulated In this sense, this process is associated with a
information could be shared between agents, increasing counting process, which provides at each instant t, the
overall efficiency of the system. During registration, the number N  of entries in the interval of time [0, t]. N is a
MA aims to retrieve EAs’ characteristics in the interaction stochastic process [21, 22, 23] and verifies:
database. Hence, EAs update their knowledge about the
other agents. This process of update is decided according  0  t  t  …  t , the random variables N - N , are
to the collected information by the CA. independents. This property expresses the fact that

In order to simplify the simulation, the use of increase process is independent.
execution agents is limited to vehicle.

Stochastic Distribution and the Interaction Model  t, P(N - N  > 1)= 0(h) as h  0
Distribution  Model:  Modeling  the entry of vehicles in
the lane presents a crucial step in traffic flow modeling. These properties are verified by the above mentioned
The distribution model is used to simulate the entry of phenomena and are characteristic of the Poisson process.
vehicles in the network and describe how vehicles arrive The coefficient of proportionality  involved in the
at a section. The theoretical study of conditions affecting second property is the average number of vehicles per
the traffic of vehicles on a lane requires the constant use unit of time. We note: N  ~ P( t). If N  ~ P( t), then the
of probability  theory.  Modeling the vehicle arrivals at waiting time between two successive realizations T(= t)

is a random variable distributed according to the
The first one focuses on number of vehicles arrived in a exponential law:
fix interval of time, the second one measures the time
interval  between  the  successive  arrivals  of vehicles.

The vehicle arrival is obviously a random process.
Observing the arrivals of vehicles at the entry of the road,
one can notice different patterns; some vehicles arrive at
the same time, others arrive at random instances.

The distribution of vehicles follows arbitrary patterns
which makes it impossible to predict the number of
vehicles  in each lane. Thus, considering sequence (T ),n

n  0 in which T presents the time of entry of vehicles in
the lanes. This process applies to many situations such as
the arrival of customers at the CTM, the emission of
radioactive particles… Generally speaking; this type of
process is relevant to recurrent cases. In the new model,
the entry of vehicles is considered as following:

T presents the successive time of the entries.
n

n

process which verifies:

0

0 1 2 n

n

t t

1 2 k t+1 t

t, P(N - N  =1)=  h + o(h) as h  0t+h t

t+h t

t t

the level entry can be produced in two related methods.
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In the following, U refers to independent realizations
of the uniform distribution on [0, 1]. Then instants of
introducing vehicles are generated by:

(1)

The speed V  of vehicle i at its introduction instant0i

T  is generated using normal distribution with mean V0i em

and standard deviation  using Box-Muller Algorithm by:v

(2)

When T reaches the value T = T + t , with t  = T0i 0i-1 i i 0i-

-ln(U)/ ,  the  i   vehicle  starts  with     the   speed  V1 0i
th

(see algorithms generating vehicles).

Algorithms Generating Vehicles: The algorithm
calculates for each vehicle i, the time of entry into the
network T  and the initial speed V .0i 0i

T  is calculated by incrementing T  with the value0i 0i-1

t  which is distributed according to the exponential lawi

Exp( ), where  is the average number of vehicles per unit
of time; while V  is distributed according to a normal0i

distribution with average V  and standard deviation .em v

Interaction Model: In microscopic models, traffic is
described at the level of individual vehicles and their
interaction among each other. Usually, this behavior is
captured in some set of rules which determine when a
vehicle accelerates, decelerates, changes lane; in addition,
it regulates how and when vehicles choose and change
their routes according to their destinations and how they
react to traffic and route information along the way.

Table 1: Following car models
Source Corresponding car folowing models
Chandler et al., (1958) a (t+ t)=  [v (t)-v (t)]f L f

Gazis et al., (1959) a (t+ t)= { [v (t)-v (t)] /[xl(t)-xf(t)]}f L f

Edie (1961) a (t+ t)= { v (t) /[x (t)-x (t)] }* [v (t)-v (t)]f f L f L f
2

Newel (1961) a (t+ t)=Gn{ [x (t)-x (t)]}f L f

Herman (1963) a (t+ t)= { v (t)  /[x (t)-x (t)] }* [v (t)-v (t)]f f L f L f
m l

Bierly (1963) a (t+ t)=  [v (t)-v (t)] +b[x (t)-x (t)]f L f L f

Bexeluis (1968) a (t+ t)=  [v (t)-v (t)] +b[v (t)-x (t)]f L f t f

Barcèlo (19991) Adapted here, See below

The interaction between vehicles in the traffic system
is approached by various car following models like those
of Pipes and of Forbes. Pipe’s model states that the
minimum safe distance between two vehicles increases
accordingly with speed. Forbers’ model focuses on the
reaction time needed to decelerate and apply the brakes.

In general, the algorithm of the interaction models
can be classified into three characteristics; Sensitivity-
Stimulus, Non-Collision Criteria and Psychophysical
Comportments.

The first group model, introduced by GM (General
Motors), represents the basis for most models to date.
The Gazis-Herman-Rothery (GHR) model represents this
group. This model was tested under three sets of data
with different parameters (linear and nonlinear) [9].

Secondly, safety or non-collision criteria models
assume that a driver maintains a safe distance between
him/her and the leader to prevent a collision at any time of
movement, CARSIM and WEAVSIM are examples for this
group. Other models are presented in the table below:

Proposed Following Car Algorithm: The vehicles are
distributed randomly on the network according to the
distribution model defined for each junction of the
network. The vehicles react to the information concerning
their next action. Models differ according to the various
answers to the key questions: What is the nature of the
adequate action ? To what stimulus it does react? and
how to measure the characteristics of the other agents?
The first and simplest model correspond to the case when
the response is represented by the acceleration or
deceleration of the vehicle.

In what follows, we use simplified notations and
situations to be enhanced later. indexes j and k nominate
vehicles; j being the last introduced one in the considered
section of network. Acceleration is supposed a positive
parameter “a” and deceleration a negative parameter “d”.

Every vehicle k moving in the road is modeled as an
agent, which has its own entry time T , position x  at0k Tk

time T>T , speed V  at T , speed V k at T> T  and0k 0k 0k T 0k
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acceleration a>0 or deceleration d<0. To reduce algorithm When in the network, k will react to leading vehicle,
complexity, we drop the “T” index, x  will be noted x if any, designed by k  (if none, =0).Tk k

meaning the actual position of vehicle k, so x  = x  or xk Tk T-1,k

depending if the position of k has been changed in the
algorithm or not yet. Same for V , …k

The algorithm generates the entry  time T  of vehicle0k

k, but k can’t get in the network until road is free, i.e
min{x-x ; x>x  & x<x  & f<k}> . .V . Otherwise, k  will  be if  k  and  kp  are  not  too  close  ( X   > . ) and DVk <f k f k f s k

delayed  and  T   incremented  to stay being the effective 0 (  > ) k has to accelerate. Model of Barcello et al. [19]0k

entry time of k. Here a is a determined parameter.  We  take simplifier to:
= 2 in our simulations, so that, when started, vehicle k

doesn’t reach and hit him leader. While  is just a fixed (3)
parameter for correspondence between meters and pixels.
When in the network, k will react to leading vehicle, if any, if k and kp are too close ( Xk < . ) and DVk < 0 (  < )
designed by kp (if none, =0). k to decelerate. Models of Barcello et al. [19] simplifier to:k

p k

k

Fig. 3: Proposed Following Car Algorithm
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(4) Simulation and Validation: In this section, in order to

where sk is the effective length of vehicle k, maintained algorithm,  series  of  simulations are conducted to
constant in our simulations (s=2.7). Otherwise, k will illustrate that the proposed distribution model and
continue with the same speed. Then k progress in the interaction model can improve the microscopic traffic
network: Xk becomes Xk + Vk simulation.

The speed V is expressed in pixels per second (p/s);
T is in seconds (s) and X in pixels (p). CONCLUSION

Correspondence between pixels and meters are made
to assure correspondence between our section network This work discussed the randomly distributed
on the computer and the real network through a fixed simulation of the road traffic. It described the main
parameter . For example, for a screen with 1200 pixel per aspects of the general computer simulation and the
line and a section of 1.2 km and when we choose =1, specific  features  of  the computer simulation in the field
then a vehicle with speed V=72km/h=72/3.6 m/s=20m/s=20 of  road  traffic.  The  first section introduced the topic.
p/s, will take 60s to go over that screen. The architecture The second section provided a general description of the
below resume all that algorithm. Microscopic traffic modeling software The third section

k  = N° Vehicle front k; x = x -x = the distance proposed Multi-Agent architecture proceeded with thep k kp k

between k and k ; c =1 if k in the circuit else 0; v  = V - description of the main issues of the distribution modelp k k kp

V = difference between the speeds of k  and k; X =output and the interaction model as well as the stochasticK p S

of the circuit; AS:self distance; V is expressed in m/s; and distribution model. The obtained results in section six
T is in s. proved the effectiveness of the new model and its

Where V (t) is the speed of vehicle k at time t (m/s); relevance to reality. K

a  is the maximum desired acceleration rate of vehicle k This research does by no means intend to provide ak

(m/s); T is the driver’s reaction time (s); and V  is the general or a comprehensive study of the issue; it is just ank

desired speed of vehicle k or the vehicle-specific free-flow attempt to shed light on microscopic traffic simulation by
speed (m/s). adding new dimensions and layers of study. The final

Where: d(k) (< 0) is the maximum deceleration desired results of the this paper proved its efficiency and
by  vehicle  k;  x  (k,  t) is position of vehicle k at time t; x applicability in real life. 
(k-1,  t) is  position of preceding vehicle (k-1) at time t; s We present two sets of experimental results. Our first
(k-1) is the effective length of vehicle (k-1); d’ (k-1) is an set of experiments examines the Average Speed of the
estimation of vehicle (k-1) desired deceleration. vehicles in a section of the road; the second one

assess the  performance  of the proposed hybrid

evaluates the average wait time of cars in the entry of the
section road.

Shows simulation results for different levels of traffic
volume (30%, 60% and 90% of the capacity). Up to the
60% level, traffic was smooth and there were no long
queues at all. In the 90% level, we note that average wait
time increases but the average speed of vehicles in
upstream remains balanced
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